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million workers. It transformed the British war George's premiership established a new style of I 
effort. But it was also to bave longedasting government, with more powers concenlIated in I 

cons.::quences; it marked a shift from traditional the hands of the Prime Minister and a smaller, ' A barbarous reliclaissez-faire methods to a more corporatist five-man War Cabinet. The latter, Grigg notes, i 
approach lhal would be characteristic of was "more akin [0 the Committee of 
government-industry relations in the twentieth Public Safety" under Robespierre than to Pragmatism and ideology in the story of the gold standard 
century. Moreover, when Asquith, for all his Asquith's Cabinet. Lloyd George revelled in 
Balliol brilliance, proved to ~~''''l~ctant cbarges of having assumed presidential Or even GOld alternately fascinates and ini- TIM CONGDON 
and luckless war leader, Lloyd Gwrge wru;..tI!e dictatorial powers. Punen depIcted him as "The tates economiSts. The fascination 
obvious choice as his successor. \ "'~ew Conductor: Openmg of the 1917 Over- lies in its past role as the successful William Rees-Mogg. editor 

Ifhis work as a social reformer mi'l!. organizer U.N~ Indeed, Lloyd George's style of premier- basis for monetary arrangements 
of the industrial war effort singled LIoN George sbip ~ reminiscent of Tchaikovsky' s music. over most of modern history; the irritation THE CASE FOR GOLD 
out among other twentieth-century politicians, There W~lI strong theatrical dash in it, noisy. stems from mankind's apparent difficulty in Three volumes 

Grigg also rates his role as wartime pre~ as brash and sat,-advertising. No other premier making a more scientific system work effi 849pp. Pickering and Chano. £295. 
1851967575higbly as thaI of Churchill in 1940-45. Ind/:ed, before him made Ofe use of the press. He was ciently. The Case for Gold, a three-volume col


the fourth volume is prefaced with a briet', the first prime minL r to employ his own press lecdon of the wrirings of eighteen leading econ
~---

Kenneth Moure 
reflective comparison of the two war leaders\ secretary, and he psely cultivated editors omislS from 16()1 to 1962, contains more of 
Grigg rejects the commonly held view that '-rod proprietors. When the"'Qaily Chronicle pub- the fascination than the irritation. Edited by THE GOLD STANDARD ILLUSION 

Churchill faced the more perilous situation on li'$ed Maurice's attack onhjm, Lloyd George William Rees-Mogg, the collection adrnirabiy France. the BankofFrance and the international 
GQld Standard, 1914-1939 becoming Prime Minister. Lloyd George's war- periwaded a group of Coalitio'h Liberals simply compiles and presents the key ideas behind the 

297pp. Oxford University Press. £45.time coalition was less cohesive than that to btix out the paper. Overnight it was turned historical achievements of the Gold Standard. 
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headed by Churchill~sition Was more intu a 'pro-Lloyd George organ. Press barons W,th the exception of Richard Can!iIIon, the 
vulnerable, and his ~o~RO\.tions with Were flattered by him Riddell, Rothermer. and writers in the first two volumes are aU Bnush. 
the generals were more'ii_ble to ~ his Beaverbrook were awarded peerages Indeed, Tbis IS not an aCCIdent The emergence of the Raising the Value of Money". He also managed 
premiership. Externally, ~can neu~ Lloyd Georg~ shamelessly abused the honours European nation-stale ill the sixteenth and sev to persuade the monarch of the day, William Ill, 
under Woodrow Wilson was ~ss belpful than'·'J;ystem. Despi/lrng honours himself, be sold off II enteenfh centuoes imphed new opporturuties that a recoinage was superior to acquiescing in 
that of Roosevelt's America before 1941. Simi- kmgMloods aM doled out ermine for semces both to regulate and to abuse the cwrency. The currency depreciation. But William's wan; were 
larly, after the Uruted States jomed the war in rendete,d Gngg ac/mowredges' that Lloyd Icentralization of power allowed the sovereign expensive, and the cost of the recoinage was 
April 1917, undoubtedly a piecei>{ political George ~ to toot out tlte potentialfor cor- to establish a uniform money standard and to unwelcome. By now, goldsmiths had evolved 
luck for Lloyd George,.Washi"il'on rel!lllined a ruption. He ~gues that he widened fhe Idetermine the legal framework for early bank into banks, and paper money had begnn to sup
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somewhatrecaldtrant ally. Soon lI(tertbe,Amer- honours system with the Order of the British ing and, in due course, embryonic central bank plement the coinage. Two crucial financial inno
ican en~ i.nlO the war, Russia c~" Empire, so allowing for public recognition of ing. Britain - vations were the inauguration of the national sed\amid the leader in the Industrial Revolu
revolutionary turmoil which eventu Mcect all citizens. Moreover, because he lacked any Ition and the home of parliamentary democracy debt and the creation of. the Bank of England 
her out ofthe war, and aUowed Germany t n- finn organizational hacking (Asquifh was still, turned out to b. the most successful of the in 1694. The Bank.'s foundation was partly a 
quer vast swaths of territory in Eastern Europe. leader of the Liberals), and was thus dependent European nation-states. It was also the cham response to another hurst of pamphlet literature, 
The year 1917 was • bad one in military terms. on Conservative support. manipulating the pion of the Gold Standard. with two Scotsmen. Williain Patterson and iohn 
Gemiany's submarine warfare threatened press and ahusing the bonours system provided British exceptionalism owed mucb to its WI Law, ainong the most interesring contributors. 
Britain wifh starvation, On the Western Front, him with an ersatz base. Still, there was some- usnaI constitutional balance between the Crown The growth of banking raised the vital ques
Lloyd George agreed to the disastrous NiveUe thing unanractively selfish about Lloyd George. and Parliament. Frequent wars against other tion of bow far paper could substitute for gold 
offensive. Neither this nor the later Battle of His cronyism and his juggling of wife and mis- ' European powers forced the Crown to borrow. and yet still serve as a reliable measure of 
Carnbraiproduced any· Significant strategic treSs are cases in point. Indeed, in 1917 be pro- ! leading to the. ~Tealion of a large national debt. value. In 1716, Law """"'8"4 to pehruade .he 
gains. On tile contrary, by the summer of 1917 posed a Tristan and Isolde-style suicide pact to! The lenders - the wealthy landowning and mer Regent of Fcmce tbat the basis of the greater 
sections' of' the I'reIlehAnny ~ in. open Frances Stevenson: if he died, she shouldldU ! chant classes were represented in Parliament. prosperity of England and HoUand was the 
mutiny. Lloyd George's relati~ISwlilt~i.!"ld herself a proposition which she gladly They wanted to be repaid in money of stable and extensive use of paper money, and advocated 
ManihalHaig were strained throu ul the w~,..accepted; he was by no means so forthcoming reliable value, and had the political muscle to get fhe issue of paper against the coUateral of land. 
He doubted the ge.nerals' promises 0 {'decisive ~twbal he WO.U.ld do we.·re. sbeto predecease their way ..Monetary theory in Britain was there A crazy speculative boom followe.d, ending in 
breakthrough and distrusted their 'strategic h~:~re was something of an "unmitigated fore developed by a sequence of high-quality collapse, bankruptcy and national disgrace. 
judgement after Loa. and the So~ The cad" (his .... wn phrase) mLloyd George. Yet that analytical contrihutions from defenders of price This was the beginning ofalong tradition of 
antipathy wasmutual. In March 1918, a p~lic was what e'n led him to carry on. Istability, while for almost four centuries the bias French suspicion of paper and veneration for 
attack by General Sir Frederick Maurice, aid'od 10hnGrigg' fully weaves all these domes- of policy-making was 10 pet the interests of ctedi· gold. Rees-Mogg includes some of Locke's 
by Sir William Robertson, on the Prim6\ tic political, mili , diplomatic and pelllQnaI Iton; above those ofdebtolldt is mosdy from this writing, but nothing from Panerson and Law. 
Minister's manpower policy brought matters ~ctorsinto his narra' e. Grigg's grasp of his ricb body of inte\lecttial ore .that Lord Rees- His excerpt from CantiUon (who made a for
out in the open. Grigg portrays the row as an sUbject in this last in t is as anthoritative Mogg's material has been mined. tune in Law's bubble) contains a chapter on 
attempted military coup against Lloyd George. netraring as in the t three volumes. . The main threat 10 monetary stability under "Banks and their credit", but it is dominated hy 
ThiS is somewhat of an overstatement. No . onally, one would bay wished.for more the Tudors and Stuarts came from debasement, references to the bankers of London, Amster
doubt, llIe . Lloyd George . judiciouseditihg:S eof the direct the practice of issuing coins with a face value dam and Venice and, in partiCUlar, to the Bank 
(with the . lenbyand Wilson) qnollJ.tio are too long. A three-page vignette above the intrinsic value of the metal inside of England. Cantillon was not an enthusiast for 
went deep. 's a ' us were: those ofLenin i .sw:ely excessive in a Lloyd George them. As is nOlorious, Henry vm used this paper money, banb or the Bank of England, 
of a politically ept man.', That d George biography. e are also some minor slip-ups device as well as the expropriation of the monas but inatead - like de Malynes - f.voored poli
scented a plot is ~ore suggestive of . own or factual ~rs. Thus, for e~ample, Sir Regi- teries 10 fmanee his extravagances, leading to cies to improve the balance of payments and 
insecority. \ "nald B13 the arcbitect who restored much discontent in following decades over the attract gold, 

The Maorice case ,<oincided with the las Chequers,. is erred to as Bondfield; and the quality of the coinage. His daughter, Elizabeth, None of Britain's many wars in the fust 
majDr German offensive'ip the West; and Lloyd . bank Bapti chlJ.pe1 in which Lloyd George was the first of a number of rulers to choose a ninety years of the eighteenth century raised pr0

George's premiership w~ briefly in peril. in Castle Lane (not Castle different and more virtuous path. She took the foundly difficult questions of financial policy. 
Ludhtdorff came close to ' hieving a break- advice of such counsellors as Sir Thomas Smith The national debl grew, but the Bank of Eng
tbrough:tbough bad strategic ision-making 10hn Grigg's Lloyd George project, however and Sir William Cecil, and agreed to a major land flourished and a remarkable degree of 
on his part end led to the ailure of the incomplete, will remain a lasting memorial recoinage in 1560. A pampblet lilerature on cur price stability was achieved. On the advice of 
offensive. It Was ce again a p ce of luck to his narrative and analytical powers as a rency management - which at this stage meant Sir Isaac Newton, Parliament fIXed the ptice of 
for Lloyd George. Pull' . Iy, he do political historian aod his SUbtlety as a bio- only the management oCthe coinage - started in gold at £3. 175. 10 ~ an ounce in 1717. 
Harnent, aided by the ~ 'tous coni9ination grapher. He has done more than other ,,'liters to her reign. It is represented in Rees-Mogg's col Increasingly gold, not silver. became the centre
of having as his lieutenant Ie b· dour demystify this intriguing (in both seuses of the lection by a treatise from Gerard de Malynes piece of Britisb monetary IIrinldng and analysis. 
Andrew Bonar ~. and as his opponent the word) politician; and no one. perhaps, has come on "the canker of England's Commonwealth". Cantillon sneered at Newton, for having "sacri
declining Asql,lith. Like aU successful politi- closer to what lies at the heart of the Lloyd which he regarded as a balance-of-payments ficed the substance to appearances", hut the 
cians, Lloyd'George possessed Ibat scarcest of George phenomenon. The man himself had few deficit leading to the export of precious metals. Frenchman's mercantilist equation of gold 
politicalqnalities, good fortune; and, like most doubts about himself: " have an instinctive Almost a hundred years later, 10hn Locke imports with an increase in national wealth was 
successful politicians, he was scrnething of a sympathy for criminals. I could so easily have made the flrst substantial English contribution a mistake. His near contemporaries, David 
ganibler, though his gambles were calculated been one myself." He was a rogue - and a great 10 monetary theory. with a long essay on "Con Hume and Adam Smith (two more Scotsmen), 
rather than reckless. In Whitehall, Lloyd politician. sequences of the Lowering of Interest, and brilliantly explained that a nation's wealth origi-
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nated in its production of goods and services. 
not in the amount of gold its citizens hoanled. 
Hume's famous 1752 essay "On N,loney", 

+ wbich forms the middle contribution 10 Rees
Mogg's Volume One. began, "Money is not. 
properly speaking. one of the subjects of com
merce, bul only an instrument which men bave 
agreed upon 10 facilitate the exchange of one 
commodity for another." 

The financial histories of Britain and !'moce 
diverged markedly in the eighteenth century. In 
Britain, tbe Bank of England was a stable and 
successful institution which dominated the 
banking system, and its banlrnotes and those 
issued by private banks largely replaced gold as 
a medium of exchange. Confidence in the paper 
notes stemmed from the Bank's consistent abil
ity to pay back an ounce of gold when people 
handed over £3. 175. IO~. of notes and small 
coin. In France no central bank existed, and the 
issuance of paper by an assortment of quasi
bankers and rich individuals was open to abuse. 
Against this background it is hardly swprising 
that the two nations responded very differently 
to the twenty years of war which followed the 
French Revolution. 

Prance experienced inflationary turmoil from 
the over-issuance of paper money, in the fonn 
of assigruns, in the 1790s. The national preju
dice against paper and in favour of gold was 
reinforced. According to Kindleberger. the lead
ing American financial historian, Napoleon was 
a financial primitive who had "strong objections 
to paper money and to government debt. to spec
ulation and free markets". When he created the 
Bank of France, in 1802, it was on a rigid gold 
basis. Britain went in the opposite direction, 
with an increasing reliance on paper money~ 

Its traders and industrialists - and, in particu
lar, the merchants in the City of London suf
fered a severe cyclical downtw·o ill 1793, afler 
the Prench declaration of war in February had 
caused people to cash in their notes and demand 
gold from their bankers. The shortage of gold 
drove up interest rales. caused a contraction 10 
credit and the note issue, and led to sharp 
declines in demand and output. When fears of a 
Fronch invasion threatened a similar sequence 
of events in 1797, over 1.000 City merchants 
signed a statement of willingness to accept 
Bank of England notes in place of coin. Parlia
ment suspended the Bank's obligation to con
vert its paper into gold. Interest rates subsided 
and commercial activity recovered. 

The leading political economists of the day 
began to theorize about how Britain might man
age a paper money without the backing of gold. 
The next few years saw the fIrst flowering of 
modern monetary theory. The most brilliantco!1
tribution came from awealtby City banker and 
philantbropist, Henry Thornton, with his 1802 
Enquiry into the Nature and Effects of the 
Paper Credit ofGreat Britain. The extract from 
this outstanding work is the longest in the collec
tion, at 158 pages, and takes up the second half 
of Rees-Mogg's firl;t volume. 

Thornton - like all his leading contemporaries 
- favoured the Gold Standard. But his Paper 
Credit understood that all the important mone
tary functions of gold could be replaced by 
paper.k also suggested tha~ as early as the stan 
of the nineteenth century, the level of econontic 
activity depended far more on the quantity of 
paper money created by the banking system than 
on the nalion's gold holdings. It even anticipated 
Keynes by describing the linkages. betWeen the 
Bank of England's policy towards discounting 
bills of exchange, the size of its note issue and 

the rate of interest. D. H. Robertlon, one of 
Maynard Keynes's antagonists in the monetary 
debates of the early twentieth century, was once 
asked for an opinion on Thornton. The reply was 
uncompromising: ''He Icnew everything." 

The fmal page of Volume One contains 
Thornlon's panegyric on Britain's paper credil. 
In his words, "we [thaI is, the British, as 
opposed to our unfortunate Continental neigh
bourslllave been greatly benefited by the cir
CUm!ltance ofour having been previously accus
lomed to the free use of paper credit. In a com
mercial countrY, subjected to that moderate 
degree of occasional .!ann and danger which 
we have experienced, gold is by no means that 
kind ofCirculating medium which is most desir
able." With these remarkable words, Thornton 
had written gold's obituary as a monetary com
modity by showing that - theoretically, at least 
- paper could be superior to it. 

N
ot the least of Paper Credit's 
inSights was that, in order to pro
vide a sound paper currency, the 
central bank had to accept that its 

own profitability was SUbordinate to some prin
ciple of restriction of its note issue. Thornton's 
vital principle - undoubtedly a precursor of the 
money supply rule advocated by Milton Fried
man in the 1960. and adopted across the indus
trial world in the 1970. - WIIB "in no case materi
ally to diminish the SUm in circulation, but to let 
it vibrate within certain limits; to afford a slow 
and cautious extension of it, as the general trode 
of the kingdom enlarges itself; [andl to allow of 
some special, though temporary. increase in the 
event of any extraordinary alarm or difficulty.» 
Macroeconomic stability could be achieved by 
maintaining steady growth in the money supply 
and inflation prevented by keeping such growth 
in line with the quantity of goods and services. 

It is true that gold's official monetary role 
somehow survived - among the confusions of 
diplomacy and high finance, and despite the 
tensions between theory and practice - until the 
US's suspension of the dollar's convertibility 
into gold in 1971. But after Thornton no well· 
read economist could deny that the value of 
money was determined by the relationship 
between the demand to hold money balances 
and the quantity of n\oney supplied. John Stuart 
Mill explained the point with particular clarity 
in his 1848 Principles of Political ECQ1lomy, 
seven chapters of which take up almost seventy 
pages of Rees-Mogg's second volume. But the 
classical economists of the nineteenth century 
were wotried that, whatever the theoretical vir
tues of paper, the vital practical merit of a gold 
link was that it stopped politically motivated 
over-issuance of paper money. Mill was elo
quent on the follies of the lllsignats and con
demned an inconvertible paper currency as "an 
intolerable evil". Mill .- like David Ricardo, 
Thomas Malthus and all the other authors in the 
second volnme - wanted Britain to stay on gold. 

The pivotal intellectual figure in the over, 
throw of the Gold Standard was Keynes. In the 
i~mediate aftermath of the First World War. in 
which Britain had spent its gold on weapons 
and subsidies to allies, iHould nol s!,stain the 
old price set by Newton back in 1717. In his 
Tracloll Monetary Reform, a collection of news
paper articles published in book form in 1923. 
Keynes condemned gold as "0 barbarous relic ' .. 
He urged Britain not to return to the Gold Stand
ard, but instead puc.')ue "'a managed currency" 
focused explicitly on domestic price stabitity. 
He aclcnowledged that gold had worked well in 

the nineteenth cenrury, but said that this was a 
fluke, as inadequate increases in the amount of 
gold (which curbed money supply growth) 
had been offset by better financial techoology 
(which boosted it). In words strongly reminis
cent of Thornton, he warned that in future "it is 
too much to expect a succession of accidents to 
keep the metal steady». 

Rees-Mogg's third volume has nothing from 
Keynes. This is an omission so serious as to 
undermine the authority of the project. If this 
wolk is intended as a contemporary case for 
gold, it needs to present both sides of the argu
ment. even if the case in favour is given more 
room than the case against There are interest
ing exL""c:.. from Lodwig von Mises. D. H. 
Robertlon and R.Uph G. Hawtrey, but the 
absence of Keynes - a much greater influence 
on economics than these three combined 
leaves a gaping hole. 

The inclusion of a paper from Murray Roth
bard, a tire.orne American free-marketeer, is 
another mistake. As the doyen of libertarian eco
nomics, Rothbard might have bad the sense to 
respect the free choices made by private citi
zens over several centuries. His advocacy of 
lOOper cent gold reserve banking in the 1%0. 
and 70s was mere silliness. The questions he 
did not answer in his paper were "how can any
one make a profit from holding lOOper cent of 
wealth in a sterile.. non~interest-eaming asset?" 
and "so why should anyone in the late twentieth 
century choose to be a 100 per cent gold reserve 
banker?" The Cantillon essay in Volume One, 
written in the early eighteenth century, under
stond the problem very well. Paper money, and 
the whole story of banking and central banking, 
began precisely because goldsmiths stopped 
maintaining tOO per cent gold reserves. By issu
ing paper, they took on new risks, but made 
themselves richer. It was a free and profitable 
choice. Rothbard and the assorted hard-money 
backwoodsmen of the American gold lobby can
not reverse the 400 years of financial progress 
described in Rees-Mogg's excellent first two 
volumes. 

One theme throughout financial history has 
been the quarrel between British pragmatism 
towards gold and the more ideological French 
attitude, a quarrel which .- as we have seen 
goes back to the days of Locke and Law, and 
Hume and Cantillon. After the First World 
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War, Keynes's opposition to returning to the 
Gold Standard arose partly from the difficulty 
of returning to the pre-war exchange rate (now 
expressed in dollars, but implicitly still the 
same as the price fixed by Newton in 1717). 
But a more fundamental objection was the 
imbalance hetween the amount of gold in the 
world economy and a global price level greatly 
increased from 1914 by war expenditure. Quite 
simply, al the new higher price level the world 
did not have enough gold. 

In his scholarly The Gold Standard Illusion, 
Kenneth Moun! demonstrates that the Bank of 
France was largely responsible for Britain's in
ability.to maintain the gold link. Given Prances 
mercantilist traditions, it was logical for the 
Bank of France to use the oppon:unity created 
by Poincare's fIXing of the franc at an under
valued rate in 1926 to pile up vast and quite 
unnecessary amounts of gold. But that meant 
Jess for Britain, which was forced off gold in 
1931 and immediately let the pound slump in 
international value. Over the next rew years, 
exchange rates between the main countries fluc
tuated violently, while all countries became 
inward-looking and protectionist. International 
financial anarchy aggravated Ibe downturn in 
world trode and output. The Gold Standard can 
therefore be blamed for the interwar depression. 
This thesis is not new. Not only Keynes, but 
many other contemporary economists regarded 
French hehaviour in the late 1920s as suicidal 
and perverse. However. Moure tells the srory 
with an impressive narrative verve and. un
usually. tries to see the situation from a French 
per.;pective. 

The final piece in the Rees-Mog!! third vol, 
ume is an interview. between· Jru::qu.es Rueff. 
monetary adviser to de Gaulle, and Pred Hirsch. 
an English financial journalist. Un~r de 
Gaulle. the Prench had Napoleonic. ambitions to 
control the bulk of the world's gold stock and Il1 
demote the dollar from its pre-eroinence. In the 
I%Os that was eccentric to the point of dotti· 
ness. Today it would be crnzy. Now that a large 
chunk of France's gold and foreign exchange 
reserves is held by the European Central Bank_ 
the French have scrapped the frant ''ld thrown 
in their monetary lot with the rest of Europe. A 
fair comment is that Anglo-American pragma
tism tOwards gold ha, finally got the better of 
French geopolitical daydreaming, 
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